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Assessment of the Syrian Conflict
Fact Finding Mission (FFM) January-February 2012

Military & Humanitarian Assessment of Situation by Mission Team Leader (TL)

Documented during January and February, while on a Fact Finding Mission to Jordan and  
Lebanon to the border areas with Syria, where I can verify that Arms are being supplied to  

Foreign Fighters who are entering through the porous border areas into Syria. 

Lebanon/Syrian Border:

1  st   Day Beirut  : The Team arrived in Beirut where everyone met for the first time and were 
briefed on the Missions’ objectives, travel arrangements and Security essential do’s and don’ts by 
Team Leader who is also the Security Focal Point for the duration of the FFM.

2  nd   Day Road Trip to Tripoli, Lebanon  : The FFM Team then traveled to Tripoli, North of 
Lebanon where we met with Syrian Refugees and others who told us that the fighters were not 
peaceful Civilians but trained personnel including “Arabs” from other Countries (Libya, Qatar, 
Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia). Most of the Refugees were supportive of the Government and 
President Assad although opined that more openness was desirable. All were against the Armed 
Conflict without exception.

3  rd   Day Border near Border of Lebanon/Syria  : Team arrived at the Border with the intention to 
attempt to cross into Syria but decided to turn-back as the Security advice was against any 
Civilian groups would be at very high risk from the Armed Groups operating in the area leading 
up to Homs inside Syria. TL decided to return to Beirut with the FFM Team to travel on to 
Jordan to assess situation there due to reports received from Interested Parties and Contacts 
including the Refugees in Syria. While at the border FFM Team witnessed the following:

4  th   Day Assessment Lebanon/Syrian Border Area  : Trucks and Vehicles parked near to the Border, 
TL FFM managed to gain access to some of the “Civilians” who told me through my interpreter 
that they were shipping Arms provided by generous ‘Friends’ (I assume to be Qatar, Saudi Arabia 
and other interested Parties now based in Lebanon). Unable to verify nationalities of the Fighters 
but saw a lot of Libyan Traitors/Rebel Flags and Pins, I am sure Libyan Terrorists are operating 
in Syria as hired Mercenaries. 
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Weapons we can verify destined for Syria were identical to the ones present and used in 
Libya as follows:

Belgian FN FAL 7.62mm SLR US M16 Assault Rifles
Russian AK47 & Sniper Rifles Russian RPGs
AP & AT Mines                         MILAN Anti-Tank
US GPMG             Stinger Anti-Aircraft Missiles

Jordan/Syrian Border:

5  th   Day Beirut - Flight to Amman, Jordan  : TL and another departed Beirut for Amman, Jordan, 
the other Members of the FFM were shaken by what they witnessed and decided to return to 
their respective home Countries since they felt they had gathered enough evidence to prove that 
it was not a peaceful ‘Uprising’. Arrived in Amman, Jordan, proceeded to downtown area to 
meet with contacts who had agreed to meet and provide us with a Sitrep and escort to the Border 
areas in the North of Jordan toward Syria the next day.

6  th   Day Amman, Jordan to Border with Syria toward Daraa;   Travelled toward the Border with 
Syria in the North of Jordan, but were denied access to approach the Border Areas by Jordanian 
Military. We managed to visit a “Refugee Camp” recently erected with only young Men present, 
we also saw a lot of Civilian Vehicles full of equipment, we believe that these vehicles are used 
to transport Arms and other items to “Civilian” Peaceful Fighters, many of the Young Men were 
carrying Pistols and Russian AK-47 Kalashnikov Rifles, a bizarre sight for a Refugee Camp. The 
Jordanian Military then quickly evicted me and my Interpreter and Escort from the Camp after 
questioning us and checking our Documents, deleting all Photos from my Phone and generally 
screaming at us for being in the Camp without prior permission. All this was witnessed by 
‘Humanitarian Workers’ from various International Organizations as well as “White” Civilians 
dressed in Combat kit, I assumed these to be ‘Advisers’ on Special Mission but did not attempt to 
ascertain their Nationalities or Role in the Camp Area. Returned to Amman that evening.

7  th   Day, Amman, Jordan  : Visited the Jordanian Red Crescent to seek permissions to travel to 
Border Areas with Syria, but the authorities were unwilling to cooperate especially when I told 
them that it was a Fact Finding Mission and not a Humanitarian Aid Operation. 

8  th   Day  , Departed Jordan for Beirut and onwards to Cyprus, End of FFM. 

Moeen Raoof 
Conflict Analyst
Humanitarian & Emergency Aid Professional
Team Leader - Syrian Fact Finding Mission 2012 May 2012
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